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Abstract:

In this paper, a microstrip duplexer for the third generation (3G) Universal Mobil Telecommunication System (UMTS) is investigated. Simple microstrip coupled-lines resonators have been used to develop the required structure. This satisfies different constraints such as a high electrical performance level (especially, a very narrow bandwidth, low insertion loss and a high out-of-band rejection), great compactness, low cost and a compatibility with a standard planar integration. Simulation and optimization processes are carried out with the aid of the Advanced Design System (ADS) electromagnetic simulator that uses the full–wave Method of Moment (MoM) numerical technique. Accurate results are obtained. The losses caused by both the substrate and metallization are taken into account during the simulation process. The duplexer is designed, simulated and implemented.
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1. Introduction:

Recently, more and more research work is focused on the development of small-scale, low-cost base stations for the third generation (3G) mobile communication systems throughout the world. By employing more sophisticated techniques, such as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Spread Spectrum (SS), etc., the 3G systems have obvious superiority to the 2G systems. System and circuit miniaturizing is one of the several approaches to bring down the system cost considerably. As such, the miniaturization technique suits for commercial system must allow for mass production with high tolerance and high reliability. For wireless communication systems, performances of a front-end in wireless transceivers must be complied to match the design specifications. For example, a high dynamic-range 3G transceiver can be accomplished either with low insertion loss RF filter, high-isolation duplexer, high gain and low noise-figure downconverter, or high linearity transmitter. With a single antenna, duplexer is normally used in RF transceivers to electrically isolate transmitter and receiver. To achieve high-dynamic range transceiver, a high-isolation and low insertion loss duplexer design is needed [1-5]. Duplexer can be realized in various media such as, microstrip [2-7], waveguide or Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) [8]. Though planar microstrip is preferable due to its easy fabrication, low cost, small-size, low weigh, integrate-ability and compatibility with standard manufacturing process. Numerous techniques have been introduced to improve the microstrip duplexers’ isolation performance but most of these techniques are yet improbable to apply in practice. For example, the stepped-impedance coupled-line resonator based hairpin filter [9] and the double-loop resonator [10] though considerably increase the isolation performance but the complexity in their design and implementations issues are of mainly practical concerns.

Therefore, this paper describes the complete design, simulation and fabrication of a microstrip duplexer. The design is simply based on twice coupled-line band-pass filters for both transmitter and receiver sections. 3-ports matching network is also designed to match between the two filters and an antenna. The proposed scheme allows size reduction, high isolation and enhances insertion loss considerably in passband. To validate the performance, the proposed scheme is designed for the UMTS communication systems at the center frequencies of 1.95GHz for downlink and 2.14GHz for uplink channels, while each operates at 60MHz bandwidth and with 130MHz bandwidth for separation. The design and complete schematic are shown in section 2. Simulation results’ analysis and circuit board implementation are presented in section 3. Finally the conclusions are presented in section 4.
2. Design:

It is known that a duplexer is usually composed of a transmitting filter, a receiving filter and a matching network. The receiving filter, which is used to reject out-band received signals, should be a band-pass filter such as the edge-coupled microstrip filter, coupled-line microstrip filter or interdigital filter [1]. The transmitting filter, on the other hand, can be many kinds of filters such as band-pass filter, band-stop filter, low-pass filter, etc. [1]. For the implementation of a UMTS duplexer, two very narrow-band band-pass filters are designed. They are composed of twice, five-sections coupled-line microstrip filters for both transmitting and receiving parts. Matching network is designed to combine the two filters together so as to share one antenna. The matching network is also optimized to obtain sufficient isolation between the two filters. The complete structure is built over the Rogers Duroid 6010 microwave substrate with dielectric constant ($\varepsilon_r=10.5$), height (h=25mil) and tangent loss ($\tan\text{loss}=0.0023$). Figure (1) shows the structure layout with full dimensions, where each coupled-line section is defined by its line length (L), line thickness (T) and the gap between the coupled lines (G). The investigated microstrip duplexer is discriminative by its simple design and fabrication processes.

*Figure (1): The complete structure layout with full dimensions.*
3. Simulation, Analysis and Implementation:

Method of Moment (MoM) technique using the Agilent Momentum Advanced Design System (MoM-ADS) full-wave simulator [11] is used during the simulation and optimization processes. The substrate dissipation factor ($\tan\theta = 0.0023$) and the microstrip line parameters (conductivity = $5.96 \times 10^7 \text{S/m}$ and thickness = $17 \mu\text{m}$) are considered during the simulation process. Figure (2) shows that the pass-band of the transmitting filter is from 1.92GHz to 1.98GHz and for the receiving filter is from 2.11GHz to 2.17GHz. The insertion loss of both filters is about 2.7dB with good out of band rejection. Figure (3) shows that the return loss at the antenna port $S_{11}$ is better than -17dB for both transmitting and receiving frequency bands. Figure (4) shows that the return loss at both the transmitting port $S_{22}$ and the receiving port $S_{33}$ is better than -18dB within the frequency band of interest, this ensures good matching. Figure (5) shows that the isolation between both the transmitting and receiving ports $S_{23}$ is better than -20dB, which ensures good port isolation. Figure (6) shows the implemented circuit board. The figure shows the board compactness in size with full dimensions of 89.688 x 41.782mm.

**Figure (2):** The insertion loss of both transmitting and receiving filters, $S_{12}$ and $S_{13}$ respectively.
**Figure (3):** The return loss $S_{11}$ at the antenna port.

**Figure (4):** The return loss at both the transmitting port $S_{22}$ and the receiving port $S_{33}$. 
Figure (5): Isolation between both the transmitting and receiving ports $S_{23}$.

Figure (6): The implemented circuit board.
4. Conclusions:

In this paper complete design simulation and implementation of a compact microstrip duplexer suitable for the future 3G mobile communication systems base stations is developed. The simulation results show high electrical performance in matching, isolation, insertion loss, and out of band rejection. The developed structure is suitable to work with planar microstrip antennas, planar antenna arrays and with the Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuit (MMIC) different applications.
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Nomenclatures:

- \( \varepsilon_r \) ... Microwave substrate dielectric constant.
- \( t_{\text{loss}} \) ... Microwave substrate tangent loss.
- \( h \) ... Microwave substrate height [mil].
- \( L \) ... The length of the coupled line section [mm].
- \( T \) ... The thickness of the coupled line single line [mm].
- \( G \) ... The gap between the coupled lines [mm].